Twenty--five farmers, a grazier, a blacksmith and a master mariner signed the petition, which eventually led to the surveying of the Ceduna township in 1900. 4 But the urge to narrate progress within the museum or, indeed, the urge to establish any kind of linear narrative, has been sublimated to the urge to accumulate and acquire.
The effect is a local museum that does not narrate, but instead piles material wreckage upon which little order or sequencing has been imposed. The collecting criteria for these objects appears to be that a thing either be old, or resembles something old, and thus is designated the subject of history. In one of the sheds a Strongbow Draught bottle with green frosted glass and a faded label, circa 2000 (at a guess) takes its place in a row of opaque, chunky medicine bottles dating from the early twentieth century (again, I guess).
I loved the chaotic and irreverent aspects of the museum and went there to marvel at the jumble of objects in Image 1 and the many photos on display, bringing with me first a visiting friend and later my parents. Each time we were the only people wandering through the maze of small rooms, while a lone volunteer sat at the front desk. On one of these occasions the chatty volunteer told us she was originally from a northern European nation and had settled in Ceduna. She commented that Ceduna locals 'never visit the museum' before supplying that she herself had never thought to visit the local museum in the European town she came from. Dening I believe that 'history cannot be divorced from the circumstances of its telling'. 13 And so I plait together here information about Ceduna's past, drawn entirely from secondary sources, with ethnographic material about how contemporary locals make sense of that past, as they find a way to dwell in the particular and unstable 'landscapes of memory' they inhabit. 14 After a brutally hot public holiday all who were called upon complained that they were tired and, one said, sun--struck after spending the day on the jetty 'crabbing'dangling pots on long ropes down into the water and leaving them on the seafloor to ensnare blue swimmer crabs. Someone else said they were 'too knackered to come'. ' We're knackered too,' commented an unimpressed Aunty Joan after she got off the phone.
-ETHNOGRAPHY AND HISTORY
Those of us who had gathered in the twilight decided to walk regardless of our small number. Aunty Cecilia gave a short earnest speech: 'We are walking for peace. VOLUME21 NUMBER1 MAR2015
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Once you have peace, you can have justice.' Aunty Joan amended this as we walked along the foreshore, 'Once you have peace, you have justice, and then you have FREEDOM,' she boomed out, more riotous than righteous. The sun had sunk beyond the water to our left, and we walked a short length of the foreshore in the dark.
Wind kept blowing out the flickering candles in our silver lanterns, which we had made from scrubbed--clean canned tomato tins, with bent wire handles. 'The forces of nature are too great for us!' sung out Aunty Joan, re--energising an event that was proving anticlimactic.
Our party of walkers comprised eight adults (four members of Aunty Joan's family, three greenies including me, and one local hippie), six Nunga kids and my one--year--old baby, Ned. When we reached the jetty we bumped into some young Nunga women walking around in the cool night with their toddlers. I didn't know them but they were family and were happily incorporated into the photo taken for, and featured in, the next West Coast Sentinel.
In the days leading up to the walk, we had circulated a small flyer in Ceduna advertising the event. A greenie named Rhiannon and I agonised over the wording of this flyer. We wanted to intervene in a hegemonic narrative about the nation's beginnings and a linear story of progress but feared alienating a local audience that we assumed would be hostile to our message. In the end, in close consultation with Aunty Joan, we settled on 'Australia Day means different things to different people'.
At the walk Rhi told me that she handed the flyer around at a casual backyard barbeque earlier that day, drawing defensive and non--comprehending responses from Nungas and whitefellas alike. She recounted that a young Nunga woman, known to us both, commented upon reading the flyer: 'But we're all Australian. I mean we've got a lot to celebrate.' We laughed at our own failed efforts but also admitted our unease. The flyer called on all Ceduna residents to 'come together' to walk. I want to expand on our Nunga friend's rejection of its invitation to recognise herself as a 'different' kind of person, for whom we imagined Australia Day would necessarily hold a 'different' meaning.
Our flyer drew on an implicit, general belief, shared by Rhiannon, many historical consciousness is oriented less to 1788 and more to the civil rights struggles of the 1960s, however vaguely these are alluded to. They convey respect for the efforts of recent generations but are also, in some cases, patriotic and nationalistic. 22 Aboriginal people may well desire to assert themselves, then, as doubly possessed of citizenship status, rather than as marginal and injured; they are both 'proud to be Aboriginal' and 'proud to be Australian'.
Moreover, the binary relation between the invader and the invaded fails to speak to a historical and contemporary experience of intimacy between black and white in this country town, where complex racial entanglements as well as tensions
give social life its meaning. 23 According primacy to the terms invader/invaded as the basis for contemporary identity categories simply does not make sense to many local blackfellas who share their homes, beds, surnames, workplaces, the football field and the netball court with local whitefellas.
My impression then, on 26 January 2009, was that our pamphlet had failed, firstly, to unsettle local complacency about the origins of Australian society in dispossession. We had also reproduced a version of history that was intended to foreground the Aboriginal experience but which also failed to resonate with some local Nungas. A week later, however, a Nunga friend of mine named Keesha, a stylish and self--possessed young woman, initiated the following exchange by talking first to my baby. 'Hey, Neddy I seen you in the paper.' I understood that she referred to the short Sentinel article about the walk. Then, turning to me, she asked, 'What was that for?' I started to reply but she continued, cutting me off:
Yeah coz I was in Adelaide and I was getting out of the taxi with my cousin-she has real fair skin-and she goes 'Happy Invasion Day!' (laughs). And I go, 'What you say that for?' and she told me that was the day they invaded Australia. Oh my gosh, I never knew that.
In In the preface to the fifth edition Mattingley stated:
Nungas have taken Survival in Our Own Land to their hearts. It is treasured in many homes. When it first appeared people sat up all night reading it, or slept with it under their pillow. 32 Mattingley describes Nunga readers' intimate relationship with this telling of their own history: 'For many Nungas it was cathartic. For many months after it was launched in 1988 people rang to share their stories with me.' 33 
Survival in Our Own
Land is still closely engaged with in my experience. A copy sat on Aunty Joan's sister Christobel Mattingly was chosen … as the editor/researcher for Survival … because of her empathy with our people and her experience as a researcher and writer. We're pretty proud of her determination and doggedness against the odds in putting this book together … Her ability to gain peoples' confidence, to make them confident enough to expose of themselves what hasn't previously been said, is terrific. She has been able to see through our eyes the effects of Goonya authoritarianism upon us as a people. She has become one of us. 35 Anthropologist Philip Batty has discussed the ways Aboriginal people working within Aboriginal organisations can 'lease' their Aboriginality to non--Aboriginal organisational workers, and in doing so authorise them to act. 36 Michael Terry, whose photograph-and truck-this is, captioned the image as follows: 'An hour before this photograph was taken these … blacks had never seen a "wheelbarrow" as they dubbed the expedition truck.' 38 The photograph also bears a kind of counter--caption, generated as part of the process of collating the book. Alex Minutjukur comments that this is a photograph of 'nikiti tjutangkuya untuni' or 'naked people pushing'. 39 shows that Aboriginal societies in South Australia, as elsewhere, were affected in specific ways by the alienation of land for specific capitalist developments. 42 On the west coast a remarkably short pastoral period, beginning in the 1860s, ended in the late 1880s when smaller blocks of land where taken up for agriculture. 43 A permanent European presence was established by 1860 when the squatter W.R.
Swan founded the pastoral station 'Yalata', west of Fowlers Bay. 44 The Ceduna
Museum holds a photo of the Yalata homestead as well as the cracked, leadlight glass window from above its door; a handwritten note is sticky--taped to the window: 'this run ran over 120,000 sheep at its peak'. That peak was in the late 1880s. 45 The late Clem Eckermann, a former pastor at the Koonibba Lutheran Mission, pointed out in his historical memoir that the early era of establishing the pastoral economy was labour intensive and Aboriginal people were engaged as builders, well--sinkers, fencers, shepherds and outstation keepers. 46 Eckermann wrote that 'no strife' arose over access to watering grounds; in fact, interestingly, wells tapped into the underground basin 'made considerable new sources of supply available to the Nungas'. 47 Eckermann mentioned the spearing of the explorer John Darke at Waddikke Rocks in 1844 as a rare example of a violent encounter on the west coast. 48 In the process he omitted references to several violent clashes recorded at the time and easily available to the most casual reader. 49 The desire to render the history of dispossession uneventful and consensual is consistent with other white locals' attempts to trivialise Aboriginal resistance as passive and ineffectual. In the lounge--room of the building housing the museum, local histories are stacked higgledy--piggledy on the shelves for the museum visitor Subdivision of larger pastoral properties for agriculture-mostly wheat cropping-in the late 1880s, used the land much more intensively than pastoralism 'and represented a formidable attack on Aboriginal ritual and economic activities'.
By the turn of the century the food supply situation was critical. 51 The period was marked by more frequent violent encounters between Aboriginal people killing sheep for food and shepherds and the new farmers and their families. 52 Aboriginal people feature frequently in the reminiscences of old settlers from this period, collected in a local oral history publication. 53 under the new land distribution system in 1889, took up holdings situated about three west of present day Denial Bay. 54 The ruins of his homestead are pictured in Image 2, above.
It seems to me that the cairn erected to direct attention to the existence of these crumbling remains on a lonely back road represents, in part, an attempt to inscribe, as Tony Birch puts it, an anxious 'I was here' in the landscape. 55 Thevenard came to be associated with a Greek fishing community. 57 Local historian Jim Faull describes the long period from 1888 until the drought of 1928-1930, which coincided with the depression, as the 'hopeful years'. 58 After this period, the population on the west coast began to retract. Faull documents the rise and demise of many other localities in the area: sites of social life-wool shed dances, congregations and small schools-that now stand deserted. Such sites of desertion-spooky stretches of road; ghost towns; the places left behind in the wake of destruction or abandonment-have claimed the attention of many Australian writers and scholars. 59 The fascination these sites exert is bound up with contemporary disquiet surrounding the violent legacy of dispossession. The west coast is dotted with such 'landscapes of abandonment'. 60 One of the contributors to the local history collection laments the decline of the locality of Mudamuckla, saying:
The wheat sheds, sale yards, passenger train, the store and all the sports facilities are gone. Recently the hall which had been the focal point for so many people for fifty--seven years was demolished because of storm damage and white ants … I know we must accept progress but I am sad to see the small centres lose their identities. 61 This reading of 'progress' in a narrative that speaks only of decline is telling. The determination to narrate progress most often takes the form of valuing the quality of colonialism, nor does it take seriously the catastrophes of the atomic age. While I hope I have conveyed that I found much to enjoy in the displays, eventually unease took over. The Aboriginal past has a limited presence within the museum. There is slightly more in a back shed, where a collection of slender, hand--crafted spears and other artefacts hangs on nails (see Images 3-5, above). A typed note is pinned to the wall telling the visitor that these are 'very, very old'.
Historian Tom Griffiths has explored the proliferation of Australian local museums since the 1960s, sites of history that jumble objects of significance and in which 'place and affiliation become pre--eminent'. 67 He quotes Paul Carter's explanation of the juxtapositions and non--sequiturs that abound in such museums:
'In local histories the place … is a means of unifying heterogeneous material, or lending it, rhetorically at least, a unique identity.' 68 In the Ceduna Museum, the explanation centring on place holds true to some extent but does not explain items such as the pieces of the Berlin Wall, brought back to Ceduna by a local who presumably visited Germany in 1989.
It is the captions or tags-literally the 'signs' borne by these material relicsthat point to the museum's significance in the present. Where Griffiths accords pre-eminence to 'place and affiliation' and Carter stresses place, within the Ceduna Museum affiliation is paramount. Little effort has gone in to identifying or dating the 'what' of the museum, but great care has been taken to note down the 'who': the name of the person who donated each object is frequently on display. Photo captions include question marks and approximations, the photographer is noted, but also, wherever possible, the donor, as in the caption for the baby bath's quoted earlier.
And the barber's chair original label about progress has the addition 'Donated by C.J.
Nicholls'.
The material in the Ceduna Museum is unified through a process of constructing a community of 'locals' whose names mean something to each other and who have 'deep' roots in the colonial past. Paradoxically, the audience of locals to which the collection speaks are precisely those people who, because of the security of their belonging to Ceduna, would 'never think' to visit the museum, as the volunteer perceived. My sense of the version of the past available through this museum is that it is a past that belongs to a community of named whitefellas. But, as I have tried to show, this community's hold on their sense of the singular past is VOLUME21 NUMBER1 MAR2015 28 partial and insecure, as the pasts of this place are subject to sometimes intense, sometimes irreverent contestations in the everyday present. -Eve Vincent is a lecturer in the Department of Anthropology, Macquarie University.
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